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The free energy and thermodynamic parameters of a two-dimensional decorated model of an 
antiferromagnet with a long-range potential a (positive or negative) is calculated. It is shown that 
the introduction of long-range forces leads to a significant change in the behavior of the system near 
the phase-transition point. A first-order transition in an ideal antiferromagnet becomes a third-order 
transition upon introduction of long-range interaction if the potential is positive and a first-order 
transition if the potential negative. 

1. A number of recent papers describe the influence 
of weak perturbations on a system with a second-order 
phase transition. The turning on of such perturbations 
can alter significantly the behavior of the system. Al
lowance for the long-range particle-attraction forces 
in the hard-sphere model[l] leads to an equation of 
state of the Van der Waals type. Introduction of a non
magnetic impurity in an ISing ferromagnet[2,3] leads to 
a third-order phase transition. Allowance for the influ
ence of the elasticity of the system on the second-order 
transition in a ferromagnet[4] leads to a first-order 
transition. 

When such systems are conSidered, one uses as a 
rule the idea of the isomorphism of phase transi
tions[5,6]. It is assumed that the singularities of the 
thermodynamic quantities retain their functional form 
when a new thermodynamic variable ("generalized co
ordinate") is added, if the generalized force g conju
gate to this variable is fixed. In experiments, however, 
it is frequently impossible or exceedingly difficult to 
fix the generalized force, so that it is therefore neces
sary to perform the experiment with other fixed 
parameters. In terms of the experimental variables, a 
strong effect on the behavior of the system is exerted 
by the regular part of the thermodynamic potential. If 
the application of the perturbation leads to a.change in 
the main interaction then, as will be shown below, the 
second-order phase transition in the unperturbed sys
tem becomes a first-order phase transition (in terms 
of the experimental variables) if a2Freg/ag2 > 0, and 
a third -order transition if a 2 F reg / a g2 < O. 

We have examined an Ising antiferromagnet with ad
ditionallong-range potential, both positive and negative. 
When the signs of the short-range and long-range po
tentials are the same a2 F reg / ag2 < 0 in this case, we 
obtain a third-order phase transition, and if the signs 
are different (a 2 Freg / ag2 > 0) we obtain a first-order 
transition. 

2. We consider a two-dimensional decorated model 
of the antiferromagnet (superexchange model), which 
has an exact solution[7]. Only the interaction of the 
nearest neighbors is taken into account in the lattice 
(Fig. 1). We add an interaction of constant magnitude 
between all the "atoms" belonging to antiferromag
netic sublattice (U(ij ». The Hamiltonian of this system 
is 
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FIG. I 

Here si = ±1 is the "spin" of the lattice site that 
realizes the superexchange interaction between the 
"atoms" U(ij) = ±1 of the antiferromagnetic sublattice, 
(ij) are the coordinates of the bond on which the "atom" 
is located. The interaction energy is J "' Jij > 0 for 
horizontal bonds and Jij < 0 for vertical bonds (Fig. 1). 
The solutions for the model without allowance for the 
long-range forces(7] are given in the Appendix. 

Let us estimate the region in which the influence of 
the long-range interaction is most significant. Compar
ing the second and third terms of the Hamiltonian (1) we 
find that in this region a~/2N > H. The magnetic mo
ment of the antiferromagnet near an arbitrary point on 
the phase-transition line (A.4) is given by 

M~ LO(<!l-N[M,(T" Ifao) +BIIf-Ho,I'-·], 

where Mc ( Tc , HOc) is the magnetic moment at the point 
Tc (HOc) of the unperturbed system. Then 

a (M,+B IH -If" l!-o);;. (H -Ifao) +Ho", 

and the principal terms in this inequality aMc ~ Hc de
termine the shift of the point of the transition when the 
additional interaction is turned on (the terms of this 
type will be considered later on in greater detail); the 
most important change in the behavior of the system 
should be expected in the region I H - HOc I :5 laB 11/0. 

The partition function of the system with Hamiltonian 
(1) is equal to 

Z=Sp{exp [_~+~:L. __ a_:L.']} 
T T 2NT . 

For the calculation we use the method of Berlin and 
Katz [8] : 

lal v---;;;-+~ [ NHo' H01 ] 
exp--(1:L.)'= --S exp ---+--:L. dHo. 

2NT 2nTIai 21alT T 

Here y = 1 for a < 0 and y = i for a > 0, We have 

( Fn) V-N-+S~ ( NHo') [80 Z~OXp -- = --- exp --- Spexp --
l' 2nlaiT 21alT l' 
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H+1Ho'] , 1 l~+S'~ ( N(H-Ho) , ) [80 
+--T-~ dH. =1 v 2nlaiT exp 2aT Spexp '-r 

-,~ (4) 

Ho ] 1 l/-N-+ST~ [N(H-Ho)' NF(T,Ho) JdH 
+-~ dH.=- v--- exp - o· 

T v 2nlaiT 2aT T 
-T~ 

Calculating the integral (4) by the saddle-point method, 
we find that the free energy of the system, with allow
ance for the long-range force Fn( T, H) is determined 
in terms of the free energy of the ideal system 

1 
Fn (T,H) "",Fn (T,H; Ho)=F(T,Ho)-Z;;(H-Ho)', (5a) 

where Ho is determined from the equation for the 
sadd le point 

aFnlaHo=O. (5b) 

The internal field Ho is the "generalized force" in this 
equation, and at constant Ho the phase transition in the 
system with long-range action is isomorphic to the 
phase transition in the ideal system, 

Taking expression (A,I) for F( T, Ho) into account 
and expanding the nonsingular quantities in A and T* in 
a Taylor series near the transition point (Tc, HOc), we 
obtain an expression for the free energy of the antifer
romagnet: 

where 
T'-T' 

t"'=~=cho+bt". 

(6) 

(7) 

All the constants in these expressions are positive, 
while Bl and C ar~ proportional to tanh (HOc/Tc) and 
tend to zero as HOc - 0, Differentiating (6) with re
spect to Ho, we find that TBl = Mc (the magnetic mo
ment of an ideal antiferromagnet on the transition 
curve (Tc, HOc)) and that Mc is equal to zero in a zero 
field, 

Let the internal critical field Ho( T c) correspond to 
an external critical field Hcr( Tc )' Substituting (6) and 
(7) in (5a) and putting h = Hcr , we obtain the free en
ergy of the system: 

F(T,H)=-BIt"'I'-"-M,ho+TB,t"- [(h-h.)+(Hcr-Hoo)]' , 
2a 

From (5b) we have 

(8a) 

aFn =-B(2-a) (sign t"') 1t"'I'-·~-M,+ ~(h-ho)+ ~(H.p-Ho,), 
aHo aHo a a (8b) 

We see therefore that at the transition point (T* = 0, 
h = 0, ho = 0) the external critical field is equal to Hcr 
= HOc + aMc, 

We shall consider henceforth two different approaches 
to the critical point (two sets of experimental variables): 
1) T = Tc = const, 2) H = Hcr = const. 

In the case T = const, T = 0, and T* = cho, Eqs, (8a) 
and (8b) take the form 

Fn(T, H)=-Bc'-·jh.j'-·-M,ho+l(h-ho)+aMol'j2a, (9a) 
(h-h.)la=Bcz-·(2-a) (signho) jhoj'-·. (9b) 

Starting from (6) and (9), we obtain the magnetic mo
ment, the susceptibility, and ax/aH: 

Mo(T,Ho)=- aF(T,Ho) M,+Bc'-·(2-a) (signho) Ihol'-", 
aHo 

fJF h-ho (10) 
M(T,H)=---" =M,+--=M,+Bc'-·(2-a) (signho) Ihol'-· 

fJH a 

=Mo(T,Ho), 
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Xo=aMo(T, Ho)/OHo=Bc'-·(1-a) (2-a) jh.j-·. 

From (9b) we determine the value of aho/ ah: 

fJ~ 1 

aH 1+ac'-·(1-a) (2-a)Blhol-· =; 1+aXo(T,Ho) , 

Then 
x= fJM(T,H) =~(1- aho) = Xo(T, H.) 

aH a fJh 1+aXo(T,Ho) , (11) , 

fJX fJXo 1 
fJH = aHo [HaXo]" (12) 

The subscript 0 labels here quantities pertaining to the 
ideal system, The connection between quantities per
taining to the complete and ideal systems (10) and (11) 
has the same functional form as for a ferromagnet with 
allowance for the demagnetizing factors [9], The values 
of the internal field Ho, which enter in Mo (T, Ho) and 
X 0 ( T, Ho) are determined by the steepest-descent equa
tion (9b), 

We consider now the case H = const (h = 0), The 
deviation of ho from zero is due to the deviation of the 
temperature from the critical value, From (7) we have 
ho = (T* - bT)1 c, We write down the free energy (5a) 
and the steepest-descent equation (5b) in terms of the 
variables T and T*: 

Fn(T,H)=-Bh'I'-·-M, t"'~bt" +TB,t"+ [aM,- t"'~bt"]/ 2a, (13a) 

bt"-t"' =Bc'(2-a) (signt"')h'I'-., 
a 

(13b) 

We obtain the expressions for the entropy, specific heat, 
and aClaT (just as in the preceding case, the sub
script 0 labels quantities pertaining to the ideal system): 

aF(T,Ho) j M, 
So(T')=- aT' B(2-a)(signt"') t"'j'-·--c-' 

Co(T')=T' a~oi:") =T'(1-a) (2-a)Bjt"'j-·, (14) 

aF b 
S(T,H)=--n =-(bT-t"')-TB,=bB(2-a) (sign t"') It"'jl-·-TB,. 

fJT ac' 

Obtaining aT*/aT = b/[l +aCo(T*)], from the saddle
point equation (13b), we get 

C=T~=!!!....(b-~) =Tb' Co(T') (15) 
aT a at" 1+aC.(T') , 

!!!....=Tb' aco 1 ) 
aT fJT' [HaCo]' (16 

The quantities in these expressions are determined by 
solving (13b), 

3, The steepest-descent equations (9b) and (13b) 
have the same functional form, which coincides with the 
steepest-descent equation in the magnetic -impurity 
model (3) at a > 0 and with the steepest-descent equa
tion for an elastic ferromagnet[4] at a < 0, 

At a> 0, the solution of the steepest-descent equa
tion (9b) is 

ho""h+aQ, (sign h) jhj'-· for jhj>(aQ,)'/·; (17) 
h l' h 1'/('-·) 1'/<'-·) jhoj"" 1----1- , signho=signh for Ihl«aQ,)t{·, 

~ aQ, aQ, aQ, (18). 

where Ql = (2 - a)c2-a B > 0, The solutions for (13b) 
are analogous to the solutions (17) and (18), with the 
substitutions h - bT, ho - T and Ql - Q2 = (2 - a)Bc2, 

Substituting (17) and (18) in (10)-(12) and (14)-(16), 
we obtain far from the transition point (I hi> (aQl)l/ a) 

(19 ) 
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lhi" -, 
X(T, H) = [a+ (1-a)Q,] , 

and near the transition point 
h tj(l-o:;) b't 11/ (1-a.> 

M"'M,+Q,(signh) I~ I ,S"'bQ,(sign't) I-;;Q, , 
1 ( I hlaQ,I'/('-al ) (I b'tlaQ 1,/(1-al ) x=- 1- , C",Tb' 1- ' , 
a a(1-a)Q, a(1-a)Q, 

!l '" a I ~ I-(,-",/(,_a, 
aH [(l-a)Q,]' aQ, ' 

(20) 

ac "" Tb'a I ~ I-('-'Ol/O-"' 
fiT [(1-a)Q,]' aQ, . 

Just as in the case of constant T, in the case of constant 
H the changeoVer to the experimental variables leads to 
a third-order phase transition. Far from the transition 
point, the behavior of an antiferromagnet with additional 
interaction is close to the behavior of an ideal system. 
The renormalization region \ h \ < (aQl )1/ a [ \ T \ 

< (aQ2 )1/ O!] has the same for m in both cases, and as 
HOc - 0 its width tends to zero (in both cases the ex
pression for the renormalization region contains the 
constant c ~ tanh (HOc /Tc). Figure 2 shows a sche
matic picture of the renormalization region. 

At a < 0, in analogy with the case of an elastic fer
romagnet[41, we obtain a first-order phase transition. 
The solution of the saddle-point equations (9b) and (13b) 
for a stable phase is 

ho= laQd 'Ia+hllal. 0< Ihl < Ihd, 

't'=laQ,I'la+'t/lal, 0< l'tl< 1't,I, 
and far from the transition point we have 

Ihol = Ih[ + laQ,1 (HOll", sign ho=sign h, Ihl> Ih,l, 

I 't'1 = I 'tl + laQ,1 O+al/", sign 't'=sign 't, I 'tl > I 't,I. 

(21 ) 

(22 ) 

The quantities h 1 and T 1 coincide with the boundaries 
of the metastable state 

Ihd= l-a-llaQ,(1-a) 1'1", l'td= l-a-llaQ,(1-a) 1'1". 
1-a 1-a 

It is seen from (22) that far from the transition point the 
behavior of the system differs little from the behavior 
of an ideal system. Near the transition point we have 

M,=M.+Q, liT+laQd'IO 1'_", h>O, 

M,=Ma-Q, I ~ + I aQd '/a 1'-", h<O, (23) 

x= (1-a)Q'I~+laQI'101-a 
lal lal ' . 

The jump of the magnetic mo~ent on the transition 
curve is ~M = 2Ql\ aQl\ (l-a)/O!. Analogously, at con
stant H we have 

S,=So+bQ, I ~:I + laQ,I'lal'-·, 't>0, 

S,=So-bQ,1 ~:I +laQ2I'/" 1'-", 't<o, (24) 

Tb'(l-a) I b't 1-" 
c= lal -r;;r+laQ,I'/· . 

The jump of the entz:qpy at the transition point is 
~S = 2bQ2\ aQz\ (I-O!)! o!. 

4. One can expect the described behavior of an anti
ferromagnet with long-range action to be characteristic 
also under more general assumptions. We have used 
in the calculations the isomorphism of two-dimensional 
models: the decorated model of an antiferromagnet, and 
the ferromagnetic Ising model without a field. A simi-
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FIG. 2 

lar isomorphism holds also for three-dimensional 
decorated lattices (only the constants in Eqs. (A.l), 
(A.5) and in the final results are altered). It can be 
assumed that in more general forms the phase transi
tion in the antiferromagnet is likewise isomorphic to 
the phase transition in the ferromagnet without a field, 
and that an equation of the type (A.I) holds, and can be 
used to obtain the same result as for the two-dimen
sional decorated model. 

We consider now a more general potential of the type 

Vij ~ l/r~tcr (d is the dimensionality of the space and 

fT is a small positive quantity). We regard the influence 
of the long-range forces as a small perturbation. We 
add and subtract from the Hamiltonian the term HoEsi. 
The Hamiltonian of the system takes the form 

.76 =.760 + J'€int. 

.760= r,lu'sis;-Ho L, Si, .76int,= r. Vip,Sj - (If-Ho) L. Si, 
iJ ij 

(25 ) 

In is the antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbors interac
action and Ho is the internal field determined from the 
equilibrium condition. 

In first-order approximation, the free energy takes 
the form 

{ J { Fo(T,llo) 1 } 
exp -Fn(T,H)IT}= . dIfoexp. - T -y<.76int ), (26) 

where < > denotes averaging over the ideal system with 
the Hamiltonian fo that depends on Ho, 

<.76int) = r, Vi; (SiS,>- (If-Ho) r, (s;> 

and at Ho'" 0 we have in the molecular-field approxima
tion 

(.76int)- r, Vij(s,) (s;)- (H-Ho) r, (s,)=N (Mo' r, V';- (H-llo)Mo) • 

; (27) 

where Mo = Mo (Ho) is the magnetic moment in the 
ideal system. Substituting (27) in (26) and evaluating 
the integral by the saddle-point method, we obtain 

Fn(T,ll)=Fo(T,llo)+ r, v,Po'-(H-Ifo)Mo, (28a) 

aFn(T,ll) aMo [ r, ] _.c...:..,,,:.---,- = -- 2 v,Po - (If - II 0) . 
aHo aHo 

; 

(28b) 

These equations correspond to formulas (5a) and (5b). 
We see from (28a) that an antiferromagnet with long
range forces can be regarded as two sUbsystems: 1) an 
antiferromagnet in the field Ho, and 2) an antiferromag
net in the field (H - Ho)[Fad<;l]' At EVij < 0, the second 
subsystem is stable (a2Fadd/aH~ > 0), and a first
order transition is observed, whereas at EVij > 0 the 
system is unstable (a2Fadd/aH~ < 0) and a third-order 
transition is observed. 

5. We have thus shown that if introduction of a long
range leads to a change in the principal interaction in 
the ideal system, then the isomorphism between the 
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ideal system and the system with the additional inter
action in terms of the experimental variables is vio
lated. If the additional subsystem is stable 
(a 2 F add / a H~ > 0), then a first-order transition takes 
place in terms of the experimental variables, and if it 
is unstable (a2Fadd/aH~ < 0), a third-order transition 
is produced. A similar behavior is exhibited by a fer
romagnet with nonmagnetic impurity (a 2 Fimp/ ag 2 < 0)[3], 
where the introduction of the impurity leads to a third
order phase transition, and by a ferromagnet with al
lowance for the elasticity of the system [4], in which a 
first-order phase transition is observed (a 2 F el / a2p 
> 0). 

In conclusion, the author thanks M. A. Mikulinskil 
for suggesting the topic and for discussions during the 
course of the work, and E. E. Gorodetskii and E. A. 
Shapoval for a discussion of the results. 

APPENDIX 

We consider a two-dimensional decorated (the so
called superexchange) model of an antiferromagnet [7] 

(Fig. 1). As shown by Fisher[7], the phase transition in 
this model, in a nonzero magnetic field, is isomorphic 
to the phase transition in the two-dimensional Ising 
model in a zero field. The free energy of the superex
change antiferromagnet is given by 

F(T, Ho}=F'(T', O}-TInA, (A.I) 

where F* is the free energy of the ISing model and T* 
is the renormalized temperature, which depends both on 
T and on the external magnetic field H: 

J!l=~In ch(HoIT+2111IT}ch(HoIT-2111IT} . (A.2) 
2T' 4 ch'(HoIT) 

The quantity A is defined by the equation 

A'=Ch(~+~)Ch(~-~)Ch2~. (A.3) 
T T T T T 
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The second-order phase transition to the antiferromag
netic state occurs on the line Tc(HOc) defined by the 
equation 

ch (No, -~)Ch (Ho,+~) = ch'(Ho,IT,) . (A.4) 
T, T, T, T, (1'2--1)' 

Near the phase-transition line, the dependence of the 
magnetic moment on the field is given by 

(A.5) 

where Me( Tc , HOc) is the value of the magnetic mo
ment on the phase-transition line TdHOc), B is a 
chosen, and a is the specific-heat exponent (a - 0 in 
the case of a logarithmic singularity). 
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